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Abstract Models with two scalar doublets are among the
simplest extensions of the Standard Model which fulfill the
relation ρ = 1 at lowest order for the ρ parameter as favored
by experimental data for electroweak observables allowing
only small deviations from unity. Such small deviations ∆ρ
originate exclusively from quantum effects with special sens-
itivity to mass splittings between different isospin compon-
ents of fermions and scalars. In this paper the dominant two-
loop electroweak corrections to ∆ρ are calculated in the CP-
conserving THDM, resulting from the top-Yukawa coupling
and the self-couplings of the Higgs bosons in the gauge-less
limit. The on-shell renormalization scheme is applied. With
the assumption that one of the CP-even neutral scalars rep-
resents the scalar boson observed by the LHC experiments,
with standard properties, the two-loop non-standard contribu-
tions in ∆ρ can be separated from the standard ones. These
contributions are of particular interest since they increase
with mass splittings between non-standard Higgs bosons and
can be additionally enhanced by tanβ and λ5, an additional
free coefficient of the Higgs potential, and can thus modify
the one-loop result substantially. Numerical results are given
for the dependence on the various non-standard parameters,
and the influence on the calculation of electroweak precision
observables is discussed.
1 Introduction
High-precision experiments at electron-positron and hadron
colliders together with highly accurate measurements at low
energies have imposed stringent tests on the Standard Model
(SM) and possible extensions. The experimental accuracy
in the electroweak observables is sensitive to the quantum
ae-mail: shessen@mpp.mpg.de
be-mail: hollik@mpp.mpg.de
effects and requires the highest standards on the theoret-
ical side as well. A sizeable amount of theoretical work has
contributed over more than two decades to a steadily rising
improvement of the SM predictions and also for specific
new physics scenarios like supersymmetric extensions. The
highly accurate measurements and theoretical predictions,
at the level of 0.1% precision and better, provide unique
tests of the quantum structure of the SM, which has been im-
pressively confirmed by the discovery of a Higgs particle by
ATLAS [1] and CMS [2]. Moreover, it opens the possibility
to obtain indirect informations on potential heavy new phys-
ics beyond the SM, in particular on the not yet sufficiently
explored scalar sector.
With the meanwhile very precisely measured Higgs-boson
mass [3] of MH = 125.09±0.24 GeV the SM input is now
completely determined and the SM predictions for the set
of precision observables are unique, being in overall good
agreement with the data. This improves the sensitivity to
physics beyond the SM and makes constraints on parameters
of extended models quite severe.
Models with two scalar doublets in the Higgs sector are
among the simplest extensions of the Standard Model (a re-
view on theory and phenomenology can be found in [4]).
They fulfill the relation ρ = 1 at lowest order for the ρ
parameter as favored by experimental data for electroweak
precision observables allowing only small deviations from
unity. Such small deviations ∆ρ naturally originate exclus-
ively from quantum effects in models with Higgs doublets,
with special sensitivity on mass splittings between different
isospin components of fermions and scalars. ∆ρ can be re-
lated to the vector-boson self-energies and plays the most
prominent role in the higher-order calculation of precision
observables, constituting the leading process independent
loop corrections to accurately measured quantities like the
W -Z mass correlation and the effective weak mixing angle
sin2 θeff.
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2The calculation of electroweak precision observables in
the general THDM has a long history [5–13]. Details of the
one-loop renormalization of the THDM have been discussed
in various papers [14–20], with the emphasis of the more
recent ones on the Higgs sector aiming at loop-improved
predictions for Higgs-boson observables. The current status
of precision observables is given by complete one-loop calcu-
lations which can be augmented in the subset of the SM loop
contributions by incorporating the known higher-order terms
of the SM; the non-standard contribution is of one-loop order
and systematic two-loop calculations have not been done
(ref. [13] contains some higher-order terms by means of ef-
fective couplings in the one-loop Higgs contributions). This
is different from the supersymmetric version of the THDM,
the MSSM, where the non-standard one-loop corrections to
precision observables have been improved by the two-loop
contributions to ∆ρ resulting from the strong and Yukawa
interactions [21–24]. In order to achieve a similar quality of
the theoretical predictions also in the general THDM, the
first step consists in getting the two-loop contributions to ∆ρ
from those sectors where the one-loop effects are large, i.e.
from the top-Yukawa interaction and the self-interaction of
the extended Higgs scalars.
In this paper we present the leading two-loop corrections
to ∆ρ in the CP-conserving THDM which result from the top-
Yukawa coupling and the self-couplings of the Higgs bosons.
Technically they are obtained in the approximation of the
gauge-less limit where the electroweak gauge couplings are
set to zero (and thus the gauge-boson masses, but keeping
MW/MZ fixed). With the assumption that one of the CP-even
neutral scalars represents the scalar boson observed by the
LHC experiments, with SM properties, the two-loop non-
standard contributions in ∆ρ can be separated from the SM
ones. These contributions are of particular interest since they
involve corrections proportional to m4t , or increase with mass
splittings between non-standard Higgs bosons and can be
additionally enhanced by tanβ and λ5, an additional free
coefficient of the Higgs potential.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the
basic features of the THDM and specifies the notations, and
section 3 describes the simplifications made for our two-loop
calculation. Aspects of custodial symmetry in the context of
the THDM are considered in section 4 which provide a deeper
understanding of the various higher-order contributions to
∆ρ . The renormalization scheme is specified in section 5,
and the calculation of ∆ρ is described in section 6. The
appendix contains the Feynman rules for the counterterm
vertices and the definitions of the one- and two-loop scalar
integrals. The numerical analysis is the content of section 7,
and conclusions are given in section 8.
2 The Two-Higgs-Doublet model
The THDM Higgs sector consists of two complex SU(2)L
doublet scalar fields with hypercharge Y = 1:
Φ1 =
(
φ+1
φ 01
)
, Φ2 =
(
φ+2
φ 02
)
. (1)
For our calculation we are using the parameterisation of the
potential from [25]
V =λ1
(
Φ†1Φ1−
vˆ21
2
)2
+λ2
(
Φ†2Φ2−
vˆ22
2
)2
+λ3
[(
Φ†1Φ1−
vˆ21
2
)
+
(
Φ†2Φ2−
vˆ22
2
)]2
+λ4
[(
Φ†1Φ1 ·Φ†2Φ2
)
−
(
Φ†1Φ2 ·Φ†2Φ1
)]
+λ5
[
Re
(
Φ†1Φ2
)
− vˆ1vˆ2
2
]2
+λ6
[
Im
(
Φ†1Φ2
)]2
,
(2)
in which all the parameters appearing in the potential are
chosen real. The form of (2) represents the most general po-
tential involving two doublets and is CP-conserving, gauge-
invariant, renormalizable and subject to a discrete Z2 sym-
metry (Φ2→−Φ2) which is only softly violated by dimension-
two terms. The vacuum expectation values are written as
〈Φi〉=
(
0
vi√
2
)
; i = 1,2, (3)
such that the electromagnetic gauge-symmetry U(1)em is
preserved. The two doublets can be expanded around the
vacuum expectation values
Φi =
(
φ+i
1√
2
(vi+ηi+ iχi)
)
; i = 1,2. (4)
Inserting this decomposition into the potential yields for the
linear and quadratic terms the following component form:
V =−Tη1η1−Tη2η2
+
(
φ−1 φ
−
2
)
Mˆφ
(
φ+1
φ+2
)
+
1
2
(
χ1 χ2
)
Mˆχ
(
χ1
χ2
)
+
1
2
(
η1 η2
)
Mˆη
(
η1
η2
)
+ . . . . (5)
The explicit expressions for the tadpoles and the mass
matrices in (5) can be written in a compact form with the
help of the quantities
T1 = λ1
(
v21− vˆ21
)
, (6)
T2 = λ2
(
v22− vˆ22
)
, (7)
T3 = λ3
(
v21+ v
2
2− vˆ21− vˆ22
)
, (8)
T5 = 12λ5 (v1v2− vˆ1vˆ2) . (9)
3The tadpoles are given by
Tη1 =−T5v2− (T1+T3)v1, (10)
Tη2 =−T5v1− (T2+T3)v2. (11)
The mass matrices can be decomposed as
MˆX =MX +MT ; X = φ ,χ,η , (12)
with
MT =
(
T1+T3 T5
T5 T2+T3
)
(13)
and
Mη =
2(λ1+λ3)v21+ v222 λ5 v1v2(2λ3+ λ52 )
v1v2
(
2λ3+ λ52
)
2v22 (λ2+λ3)+
v21
2 λ5
 ,
(14)
Mχ =
1
2
(
v22λ6 −v1v2λ6
−v1v2λ6 v21λ6
)
, (15)
Mφ =
1
2
(
v22λ4 −v1v2λ4
−v1v2λ4 v21λ4
)
. (16)
The requirement that the tadpoles in (10) and (11) must van-
ish results in the minimum conditions
vˆ1,2 = v1,2. (17)
With the help of these minimum conditions the mass matrices
take the formMη ,Mχ andMφ which have to be diagonalized
in order to obtain the physical Higgs states. The unitary
transformations(
G±
H±
)
= R(β )
(
φ±1
φ±2
)
, (18)(
G0
A0
)
= R(β )
(
χ1
χ2
)
, (19)(
H0
h0
)
= R(α)
(
η1
η2
)
, (20)
with
R(x) =
(
cosx sinx
−sinx cosx
)
(21)
lead to five physical mass eigenstates: two CP-even states
h0 and H0, a CP-odd state A0 and a charged pair H±. G0
and G± are the usual Goldstone bosons associated with the
longitudinal modes of the gauge bosons. The mixing angles
are determined by
tanβ =
v2
v1
(22)
and
sin2α =
2Mη12√(
Mη11−Mη22
)2
+4(Mη12)2
. (23)
From now on we will use the short notation sinx= sx, cosx=
cx and tanx = tx for all the appearances of the mixing angles.
The kinetic terms of Φ1,2 in the Lagrangian describe the
interactions between the scalar fields and the gauge fields
and give rise to the gauge-boson masses
M2W =
g22(v
2
1+ v
2
2)
4
, (24)
M2Z =
(
g21+g
2
2
)
(v21+ v
2
2)
4
. (25)
g1 is the gauge coupling of U(1)Y and g2 is the gauge coup-
ling of the SU(2)L. They are also contained in the definition
of the electroweak mixing angle θW by
cos2 θW = c2W =
M2W
M2Z
, (26)
sin2 θW = s2W = 1− c2W (27)
and the electric charge
e =
√
4piαem =
g1g2√
g21+g
2
2
(28)
with the electromagnetic fine structure constant αem.
After electroweak symmetry breaking the combination
v2 = v21+ v
2
2 is fixed by the masses of the gauge bosons. The
other seven free parameters of the Higgs potential can be
rewritten in terms of the Higgs masses, the mixing angle
α , the ratio of the vacuum expectation values tβ and the
remaining self coupling parameter λ5:
λ1 =
e2
8M2W s
2
W
[
cβ−αsα
sβ c2β
m2h0 +
sβ−αcα
sβ c2β
m2H0
]
+
1
4
(
1− t2β
)
λ5, (29)
λ2 =
e2
8M2W s
2
W
[
cβ−αcα
s2β cβ
m2h0 −
sβ−αsα
s2β cβ
m2H0
]
+
1
4
(
1− 1
t2β
)
λ5, (30)
λ3 =− e
2
8M2W s
2
W
s2α
s2β
(
m2h0 −m2H0
)− λ5
4
, (31)
λ4 =
e2m2H±
2M2W s
2
W
, (32)
λ6 =
e2m2A0
2M2W s
2
W
. (33)
The terms in (5) can be written in the mass eigenstate
basis by applying the rotations from (18), (19) and (20) be-
fore employing the minimum conditions. From the terms
linear in the CP-even components η1 and η2 we obtain the
tadpoles
Th = −sαTη1 + cαTη2 , (34)
TH = cαTη1 + sαTη2 , (35)
4of the fields h0 and H0. From the matrix MT in the quadratic
terms we obtain mass terms for the Goldstone bosons G0 and
G± with
m2G0 = m
2
G± =−
e
2MW sW
(
sβ−αTh+ cβ−αTH
)
(36)
and off-diagonal elements in the mass matrices in the mass
eigenstate basis. The minimum condition in (17) is then equi-
valent to the requirement that the tadpole coefficients T{h0,H0}
and all off-diagonal elements in the mass matrices must van-
ish. An additional consequence is that the Goldstone bosons
receive no masses from the Higgs potential.
The couplings between the scalars and the fermions are
restricted by the experimental limits on tree-level flavor chan-
ging neutral currents (FCNCs). It has been shown in [26]
and [27] that a necessary and sufficient condition to avoid
the FCNCs by neutral Higgs exchange at tree level is that
not more than one of the doublets couples to fermions of a
given charge. This has lead to four main models which are
discussed in the literature
– type-I: all leptons and quarks couple only to the doublet
Φ2;
– type-II: the up-type quarks couple to the doublet Φ2,
while all the down-type quarks and leptons couple to the
doublet Φ1;
– type-X or lepton specific model: all quarks couple to Φ2
and all leptons couple to Φ1;
– type-Y or flipped model: the up-type quarks and leptons
couple to the doublet Φ2 while the down-type quarks
couple only to Φ1.
In the top-Yukawa approximation all the Yukawa coup-
lings besides the one of the top quark, are neglected. Since the
top-Yukawa coupling is given in all models by the interaction
of the up-type quarks with the doublet Φ2, our result is valid
in each of the four models. Since we are assuming a diagonal
CKM matrix the top-Yukawa term of the Lagrangian takes
the form
LY,t =−mtψ tψt −
emt
2MW sW
ψ tψt
(
sα
sβ
H0+
cα
sβ
h0
)
+ i
emt
2MW sW
ψ tγ5ψt
(
G0+
1
tβ
A0
)
+
emt√
2MW sW
ψtω−ψb
(
G++
1
tβ
H+
)
+h.c. (37)
where mt is the mass of the top quark, ψt,b are the Dirac
spinors of the top and bottom quarks and ω− = (1− γ5)/2 is
the projector on the left-handed spinor states.
Models with a more general structure for the Higgs-
fermion interactions are usually refered to as type-III mod-
els [28–30] and allow couplings of all the SM fermions to
both Higgs doublets. The more general Higgs-fermion coup-
lings are then strongly restricted by the absence of FCNCs.
3 Approximations and outline of the calculation
In order to evaluate the leading two-loop contributions from
the Yukawa sector and from the Higgs self-interactions a
number of approximations can be made.
3.1 Gauge-less limit and top-Yukawa approximation
Since our focus is on the corrections to ∆ρ originating from
the top-Yukawa and the Higgs self-couplings in the THDM
we neglect all other couplings. This means that we work in
the gauge-less limit (as done in [24] for the MSSM) in which
the electroweak gauge couplings g1,2 are put to zero and thus
the gauge-boson masses are also equal to zero
M2W =
g22v
2
4
→ 0, M2Z =
(
g21+g
2
2
)
v2
4
→ 0 , (38)
while their ratio in cW and sW stays constant. Moreover, the
masses of the Goldstone bosons are zero,
mG0 = mG± = 0, (39)
in the gauge-less limit.
In addition we are using the top-Yukawa approximation
in which all the fermion masses with the exception of the top-
quark mass are neglected. Especially for the bottom quark,
which appears in some of the diagrams for the O
(
α2t
)
con-
tributions, we set mb = 0.
Differently from the top-Yukawa coupling, which is uni-
versal in all of the four models, the Yukawa coupling of the
bottom quark is model specific. In models of type-I and type-
X, the bottom- and top-Yukawa interactions have the same
structure, and the additional contributions to ∆ρ from the
b quark are negligible due to the small value of mb. In models
of type-II or type-Y, the b-Yukawa coupling can be enhanced
by tβ , and the top-Yukawa approximation is justified in these
models as long as we do not consider large values of tβ . For
large tβ values additional constraints from flavor physics
would have to be taken into account as well.
3.2 The alignment limit
Due to the fact that a scalar particle with a mass of approxim-
ately 125 GeV has been observed at the LHC [1, 2] we can
identify one of the CP-even scalars with the observed reson-
ance. Choosing h0 (without loss of generality) corresponds
to setting
mh0 = 125 GeV. (40)
Furthermore the analysis of the Higgs couplings by ATLAS
[31] and CMS [32] indicate no significant deviations from
the couplings of the Higgs boson in the SM. Therefore we
5choose to work in the alignment limit [33, 34], in which the
angles are correlated via
α = β − pi
2
(41)
and the couplings of h0 to the vector bosons and fermions are
identical to the corresponding couplings of the Higgs boson
in the SM. In this limit the CP-even Higgs states are obtained
by
(
H0
h0
)
=
(
sβ −cβ
cβ sβ
)(
η1
η2
)
(42)
and the two doublets can be rewritten as
Φ1 = cβΦSM− sβΦNS, (43)
Φ2 = sβΦSM+ cβΦNS (44)
with
ΦSM =
(
G+
1√
2
(
v+h0+ iG0
)) , (45)
ΦNS =
(
H+
1√
2
(−H0+ iA0)
)
. (46)
Moreover, the relations for λ1, λ2 and λ3 simplify to
λ1 = e
2
8M2W s
2
W
m2
H0
c2β
+ 14
(
1− t2β
)
λ5 (47)
λ2 = e
2
8M2W s
2
W
m2
H0
s2β
+ 14
(
1− 1
t2β
)
λ5 (48)
λ3 = e
2
8M2W s
2
W
(
m2h0 −m2H0
)
− λ54 . (49)
The potential can be rewritten in terms of the doublets given
in (45) and (46). For the classification of the different contri-
butions to ∆ρ we split it in the four parts
V =VI +VII +VIII +VIV ; (50)
VI =
m2h0
2v2
(
Φ†SMΦSM
)
2+
1
2
m2h0
(
1
4
v2−Φ†SMΦSM
)
,
(51)
VII =
1
2v2
(
Φ†NSΦNS
)
2
(
m2h0 +
4m2H0
t22β
− 2λ5v
2
t22β
)
+
1
2
(
λ5v2−m2h0
)(
Φ†NSΦNS
)
, (52)
VIII =
(
m2A0 −2m2H± +m2H0
)
v2
(
Φ†SMΦNS ·Φ†NSΦSM
)
+
(
m2H0 −m2A0
)
2v2
((
Φ†NSΦSM
)
2+
(
Φ†SMΦNS
)
2
)
+
(
2m2H± +m
2
h0
v2
−λ5
)(
Φ†NSΦNS ·Φ†SMΦSM
)
,
(53)
VIV =
1
t2β
(
2m2H0
v2
−λ5
)
·(
Φ†NSΦNS ·Φ†NSΦSM+Φ†NSΦNS ·Φ†SMΦNS
)
. (54)
Imposing (41) on the top-Yukawa interaction given in
(37) one finds that the resulting coupling between the SM-
like scalar h0 and the top quark is identical to the top-Yukawa
coupling in the SM, while the couplings to the non-standard
Higgs states A0, H0 and H± receive an additional factor of
t−1β . The various types I, II, X, Y of THDMs coincide within
the approximations made in this paper.
3.3 Outline of the calculation
All needed diagrams and amplitudes are generated with the
help of the Mathematica package FeynArts [35]. The evalu-
ation of the one-loop amplitudes and the calculation of the
renormalization constants is done with the help of the pack-
age FormCalc [36], which is also employed to generate a
Fortran expression of the result. In the numerical analysis
of the one-loop result the integrals are evaluated with the
program LoopTools [36].
The package TwoCalc [37,38] is applied to deal with the
Lorentz and Dirac algebra of the two-loop amplitudes and to
reduce the tensor integrals to scalar integrals. In the gauge-
less limit the external momenta of all the two-loop diagrams
are equal to zero and the result depends only on the one-loop
functions A0 and B0 (see appendix Appendix B.1) and on
the two-loop function T134 (see appendix Appendix B.2) for
which analytic expressions are known [39, 40] and Fortran
functions are encoded in the program FeynHiggs [41, 42].
6For the automation of the calculation and the implementa-
tion of the result in Fortran, the techniques from [43] are
employed.
4 Custodial symmetry in the SM and the THDM
The custodial symmetry is an approximate global
SU(2)L×SU(2)R symmetry of the SM which is respons-
ible for the tree-level value of the ρ parameter [44–46]. Since
the Higgs potential respects the remaining SU(2)L+R after
electroweak symmetry breaking the ρ parameter is protec-
ted from large radiative corrections in the Higgs mass. In the
gauge interaction the custodial symmetry is only approximate
since it is broken by the hypercharge coupling g1. Moreover,
the custodial symmetry is broken by the Yukawa interaction
which leads to large corrections to the ρ parameter for large
mass differences between quarks in the same doublet [47–49].
A detailed review can be found for example in [50].
4.1 Custodial symmetry in the SM
As already mentioned the custodial symmetry is a global
symmetry of the potential
VSM (Φ) =−µ2Φ†Φ+λ
(
Φ†Φ
)2
, (55)
with the complex doublet
Φ =
(
φ+
φ 0
)
. (56)
To make the symmetry apparent, it is useful to introduce the
complex matrix field
M =
(
Φ˜ |Φ
)
=
(
φ 0∗ φ+
−φ− φ 0
)
(57)
where
Φ˜ = iσ2Φ∗ =
(
0 1
−1 0
)(
φ−
φ 0∗
)
. (58)
With this matrix field the potential can be expressed by
VSM (M ) =−µ2 12TrM
†M +λ
(
1
2
TrM †M
)2
. (59)
In addition to the global version of the SU(2)L gauge sym-
metry, which transformsM according to
M → LM (60)
the potential is also invariant for SU(2)R transformations of
the form
M →MR†. (61)
While after electroweak symmetry breaking the vaccum ex-
pectation value
〈M 〉= 1
2
(
v 0
0 v
)
(62)
breaks both symmetries
L〈M 〉 6= 〈M 〉; 〈M 〉R† 6= 〈M 〉, (63)
the potential is still invariant under the subgroup
SU(2)L+R of simultaneous SU(2)L and SU(2)R transforma-
tions with L = R, since
L〈M 〉L† = 〈M 〉. (64)
However the custodial symmetry is not an exact sym-
metry of the SM. It is broken by the hypercharge coupling
g1 in the kinetic term of the Higgs Lagrangian which can be
written with the matrix fieldM as
1
2
Tr
(
DµM
)†
(DµM ) (65)
with the covariant derivative
DµM =
(
∂µM + i
g2
2
σ ·WµM − i g12 BµMσ3
)
. (66)
When neglecting g1 the kinetic term is invariant under the
custodial symmetry since Wµ transforms as a triplet under
the global SU(2)L,
σ ·Wµ → Lσ ·WµL†. (67)
4.2 Custodial symmetry in the THDM
A scalar potential with two doublets leads to additional terms
which can violate the custodial symmetry. A lot of work has
been dedicated to investigations of how the custodial sym-
metry can be restored in the THDM [51–56], since there are
several possibilities to implement the SU(2)L×SU(2)R trans-
formations for two doublets. One way is to introduce matrices
similar to (57) for the two original doublets in (1). The po-
tential is then custodial invariant for mH± = mA0 [51, 52].
Different implementations of the custodial transformations
were found in [52, 53]; these require mH± = mH0 in or-
der to obtain a custodial-symmetric potential. However, as
shown by [54–56] these different implementations of the
SU(2)L×SU(2)R transformations are dependent on the se-
lected basis of the two doublets and can be related to each
other by a unitary change of the basis. Since the two doublets
have the same quantum numbers, such a change of basis
maintains the gauge interaction but modifies the form of the
potential and the Yukawa interaction.
We will demonstrate how the custodial symmetry can be
imposed on the potential for the basis of ΦSM and ΦNS as
defined in (45) and (46). This choice of basis corresponds
to the so-called Higgs basis as defined for example in [57,
58] in which only one of the doublets has a non-vanishing
vacuum expectation value in its neutral component. Note that
the definition of the Higgs basis is only specified up to a
rephasing of the second doublet. As explained in [55], the
only two possible definitions for matrix fields which preserve
7the custodial SU(2)L+R after electroweak symmetry breaking
are
MSM =
(
Φ˜SM|ΦSM
)
(68)
and
MNS =
(
Φ˜NS|ΦNS
)
. (69)
Following [53, 55] we write the transformations under the
SU(2)L×SU(2)R as
MSM→ LMSMR†, MNS→ LMNSR′†, (70)
with L ∈ SU(2)L and R,R′ ∈ SU(2)R. Since both doublets
transform in the same way under the weak SU(2)L gauge
transformations, they have the same transformation matrix L
in (70). The same requirement does not hold for transforma-
tions under SU(2)R. As explained in [53,55,56], the matrices
R and R′ are only related by the fact that the doublets ΦSM
and ΦNS have the same hypercharge and that the U(1)Y is
a subgroup of the SU(2)R. When writing R = exp(iθnaT aR )
in terms of an unit vector na and the generators T aR = σa/2
(a= 1,2,3), the hypercharge operator for the matrix fields is
Y = diag(−1,1) = 2T 3R . (71)
In order to obtain the same hypercharge transformations for
MSM andMNS the matrices R and R′ are related by
R = X−1R′X , (72)
with
X exp(iθY )X−1 = exp(iθY ). (73)
This requires the matrix X to have the form
X =
(
e−iχ 0
0 eiχ
)
, 0≤ χ ≤ 2pi. (74)
A scalar potential is invariant under the transformations in
(70) if it contains only the invariant combinations
TrM †SMMSM = 2Φ
†
SMΦSM, (75)
TrM †NSMNS = 2Φ
†
NSΦNS, (76)
and
TrM †SMMNSX = e
−iχΦ†NSΦSM+ e
iχΦ†SMΦNS. (77)
The parts VI and VII of the potential in (50) are clearly cus-
todial invariant. The parts VIII and VIV are in general not in-
variant under the transformations in (70). In order to restore
the custodial symmetry the parameters have to be adjusted
depending on the value of χ . Since we assumed a CP con-
serving potential with real parameters this is only possible
for χ = 0 and χ = pi/2, as we will show in the following.
4.2.1 Custodial symmetry for χ = 0
For χ = 0, we have R = R′ and therefore
MSM → LMSMR†, (78)
MNS → LMNSR†. (79)
This leads to the invariant quantity
TrM †SMMNSX = TrM
†
SMMNS
=Φ†NSΦSM+Φ
†
SMΦNS. (80)
The part VIV from the potential in (50) is invariant under this
custodial transformation since it can be written as follows:
VIV =
1
2t2β
(
2m2H0
v2
−λ5
)
·
·TrM †NSMNS TrM †SMMNS
(81)
If we set mA0 = mH± we can also write VIII in terms of the
invariant quantities,
VIII
mA0=mH±−−−−−−→
m2H0 −m2H±
2v2
(
TrM †SMMNS
)2
+
(
2m2H± +m
2
h0
v2
−λ5
)
·
· 1
4
TrM †SMMSM TrM
†
NSMNS (82)
Consequently custodial invariance in the potential can be
restored for mA0 = mH± .
4.2.2 Custodial symmetry for χ = pi2
For χ = pi2 we have
X =
(−i 0
0 i
)
(83)
and
TrM †SMMNSX =−iΦ†NSΦSM+ iΦ†SMΦNS. (84)
Invariance of VIII under this custodial transformation is ob-
tained for m2H0 = m
2
H± :
VIII
mH0=mH±−−−−−−→
m2A0 −m2H±
2v2
(
TrM †SMMNSX
)2
+
(
2m2H± +m
2
h0
v2
−λ5
)
·
· 1
4
TrM †SMMSM TrM
†
NSMNS. (85)
8However, the part VIV in the potential cannot be written
in terms of the invariant quantity specified in (84). Con-
sequently, it has to vanish in the case of a potential invariant
under this custodial transformation. This can be achieved by
setting
2m2H0
v2
= λ5 (86)
or
tβ = 1. (87)
5 Renormalization scheme
For our calculation we are using the on-shell renormalization
scheme with the conventions from [59] in which the masses
and couplings are related to physical parameters. For the
renormalization of the Higgs sector the parameters in the
Higgs potential can be replaced by bare parameters vˆi,0 and
λi,0. Also the vacuum expectation values v1 and v2 are renor-
malized in order to correct for shifts in the minimum of the
Higgs potential through radiative corrections. The resulting
renormalization constants can be translated into counterterms
for the masses and mixing angles and for the tadpoles of h0
and H0. For the subloop renormalization in the two-loop self-
energies we need the following parameters and counterterms:
M2W,0 = M
2
W +δM
2
W , (88)
M2Z,0 = M
2
Z +δM
2
Z , (89)
m f ,0 = m f +δm f , (90)
m2S,0 = m
2
S +δm
2
S; (S = h
0,H0,A0,H±), (91)
Th,0 = Th+δTh, (92)
TH,0 = TH +δTH . (93)
The tadpole counterterms are fixed such that they cancel all
the tadpole diagrams of h0 and H0. The resulting renormaliz-
ation conditions are given by
δTh =−T (1)h , (94)
δTH =−T (1)H , (95)
where T (1)h,H denote the sum of the respective one-loop Higgs
tadpole graphs. The tadpole counterterms determine the mass
counterterms for the Goldstone bosons,
δm2G0 = δm
2
G±
=− e
2MW sW
(
sβ−αδTh+ cβ−αδTH
)
,
(96)
following from (36). In the alignment limit this simplifies to
δm2G0 = δm
2
G± =−
e
2MW sW
δTh. (97)
In the on-shell scheme mass renormalization is done by the
requirement that the renormalized masses are equal to the
pole masses, defined by the real part of the poles of the
corresponding propagators. Therefore, the mass counterterms
have to absorb the corrections from the self-energies. In terms
of the gauge-boson self-energies (V =W,Z)
Σ µνV
(
p2
)
=
(
gµν − p
µ pν
p2
)
ΣV,T
(
p2
)
+
pµ pν
p2
ΣV,L
(
p2
)
, (98)
the fermion self-energies
Σ f
(
p2
)
= /pω−ΣLf
(
p2
)
+ /pω+ΣRf
(
p2
)
+m fΣ Sf
(
p2
)
, (99)
and the scalar self-energies ΣS(p2), the on-shell renormaliza-
tion conditions yield the mass counterterms
δM2W =ReΣ
(1)
W,T
(
M2W
)
, (100)
δM2Z =ReΣ
(1)
Z,T
(
M2Z
)
, (101)
δm f =
m f
2
[
ReΣLf
(
m2f
)
+ReΣRf
(
m2f
)
+2ReΣ Sf
(
m2f
)]
, (102)
δm2S =ReΣS
(
m2S
)
(S = h0,H0,A0,H±). (103)
The upper index of the gauge-boson self-energies indicates
the loop order, since we need also the two-loop contribution
to the gauge-boson self-energies in the calculation of ∆ρ . For
all the other quantities, one-loop renormalization is sufficient
and we drop the loop index. Furthermore, we will write
ΣV ≡ ΣV,T (V =W,Z) for the transverse part of the gauge-
boson self-energies.
In the on-shell scheme the definition of the electroweak
mixing angle by (26) and (27) is valid to all orders in perturb-
ation theory. Inserting the bare masses from (88) and (89)
yields
s2W,0 = 1− c2W,0 = 1−
M2W,0
M2Z,0
(104)
and expanding the ratio of the bare masses up to one-loop
order leads to the counterterm
δ s2W
s2W
=−c
2
W
s2W
δc2W
c2W
=
c2W
s2W
(
δM2Z
M2Z
− δM
2
W
M2W
)
. (105)
In the gauge-less limit the ratios δM2V/M2V have remaining
contributions, since the gauge couplings of O
(
g21,2
)
in the
self-energies cancel with those contained in the gauge-boson
masses. The resulting one-loop counterterms in the gauge-
less limit are thus given by
δM2W
M2W
=
ReΣ (1)W (0)
M2W
,
δM2Z
M2Z
=
ReΣ (1)Z (0)
M2Z
. (106)
Renormalization of the electric charge is not needed in the
gauge-less limit. Moreover, we do not need field renormal-
ization because all the field counterterms drop out in our
calculation.
96 Corrections to the ρ parameter
The ρ parameter
ρ =
GNC
GCC
(107)
was originally introduced [60] for four-fermion processes at
low momentum as the strength GNC of the effective neutral
current coupling normalized by the charged current coupling
GCC. In the electroweak theory both classes of processes are
mediated by the exchange of a heavy gauge boson, the Z
boson for NC and the W± boson for CC processes. In the
effective theory for low momentum transfer we can approx-
imate the propagators by 1/M2V (V =W,Z). Therefore the
effective couplings at the tree level are given by
GNC√
2
=
e2
8s2W c
2
W M
2
Z
, (108)
GCC√
2
=
e2
8s2W M
2
W
, (109)
which results in
ρ =
M2W
c2W M
2
Z
= 1. (110)
Including higher-order processes in the calculation of the
effective couplings GNC and GCC leads to a deviation ∆ρ
from unity,
ρ =
1
1−∆ρ , (111)
where
∆ρ = ∆ρ(1)+∆ρ(2)+ · · · (112)
can be calculated in the loop-order expansion. Although con-
ceptually defined at low-momentum scales, the quantity ∆ρ
represents an important ingredient for electroweak precision
observables as the leading universal correction, with a sub-
stantial impact e.g. on the effective electroweak mixing angle
and the W mass.
Vertex and box-diagram corrections to charged and neut-
ral current processes do not contribute in the gauge-less limit
and for vanishing masses of the external fermions, as well as
γ-Z mixing in the neutral current interaction.
Consequently, only corrections from the gauge-boson
self-energies arise, of the form
ΣV (0)
M2V
(V =W,Z). (113)
Due to a Ward identity in the gauge-less limit [61, 62] these
quantities can be calculated also by the relations
ΣZ (0)
M2Z
=−Σ ′G0 (0) ,
ΣW (0)
M2W
=−Σ ′G± (0) , (114)
where the Goldstone self-energies are decomposed according
to
ΣG
(
p2
)
= ΣG (0)+ p
2Σ ′G
(
p2
)
, (G = G0,G±). (115)
We use this Ward identity as a test for our result. Moreover,
the origin of a specific contribution in ∆ρ is not always
directly visible in the calculation based on the gauge-boson
self-energies due to the cancellation of the gauge couplings
in the ratio (113). In these cases, the couplings involved can
be identified with the help of the Ward identity.
6.1 One-loop corrections in the SM and the THDM
The calculation of the effective coupling strengths at the
one-loop order in the gauge-less limit results in
GNC√
2
=
e20
8s2W,0c
2
W,0M
2
Z,0
[
1+
Σ (1)Z (0)
M2Z
]
(116)
and
GCC√
2
=
e20
8s2W,0M
2
W,0
[
1+
Σ (1)W (0)
M2W
]
. (117)
The expansion of the bare parameters cancel in the ρ para-
meter. Therefore, the correction to the ρ parameter at one-
loop order is given by
∆ρ(1) =
Σ (1)Z (0)
M2Z
− Σ
(1)
W (0)
M2W
. (118)
In the THDM with the assumptions described in section 3
we can split the one-loop correction
∆ρ(1) = ∆ρ (1)t +∆ρ
(1)
NS (119)
into two independent parts originating from the top-Yukawa
coupling and the scalar sector. The first part arises from the
large mass splitting between the top and the bottom quark and
is identical to the dominant part of the one-loop corrections
to ∆ρ in the SM [47–49]. When neglecting the mass of the
bottom quark one obtains the one-loop result
∆ρ (1)t =
3αem
16piM2W s2W
m2t . (120)
In the SM no contributions to ∆ρ(1) arise from scalar
loops due to the custodial symmetry of the Higgs potential. In
a similar way there is no correction from the SM-like scalars
h0, G0 and G± in the THDM with the assumptions from
section 3, since the part VI of the potential in (50) is custodial
invariant. The contributions from the SM-like scalars to the
gauge-boson self-energies yield the SM result in dimensional
regularization with dimension D, expressed in terms of A0 in
Appendix B.1,
Σ (1)V,SM (0)
M2V
=
αem
16pis2W M2W
(D−4)
D
A0
(
m2h0
)
, (121)
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Figure 1 Non-standard contributions from the THDM scalars to the Z and W boson self-energies in the alignment limit at the one-loop level.
for both V =W,Z. They cancel in the difference for ∆ρ(1) in
(118).
However, the extended scalar sector of the THDM gives
additional scalar contributions to ∆ρ [5–8, 11, 25]. In the
alignment limit the additional correction follows from the
scalars H0, A0 and H±. The gauge-boson self-energies from
the diagrams in figure 1 give rise to the non-standard one-
loop part
∆ρ (1)NS =
αem
16pis2W M2W D
{
4m2A0B0
(
0,m2A0 ,m
2
H±
)
+4m2H0B0
(
0,m2H0 ,m
2
H±
)
−4m2A0B0
(
0,m2A0 ,m
2
H0
)
+(8−2D)A0
(
m2H±
)−4A0 (m2H0)} (122)
which simplifies to
∆ρ (1)NS
D→4−−−→ αem
16pis2W M2W
{
m2A0m
2
H0
m2A0 −m2H0
log
(
m2A0
m2H0
)
− m
2
A0m
2
H±
m2A0 −m2H±
log
(
m2A0
m2H±
)
− m
2
H0m
2
H±
m2H0 −m2H±
log
(
m2H0
m2H±
)
+m2H±
}
. (123)
in four dimensions. It increases quadratically with the mass
difference between the charged and the neutral Higgs states,
and it vanishes for
mH0 = mH± (124)
or
mA0 = mH± . (125)
The reason is that this correction contains only couplings
between the Goldstone bosons and the non-standard scalars
H0, A0 and H± which are determined by the part VIII of the
potential. As explained in section 4, the custodial symmetry
in this part can be restored for equal charged and neutral
Higgs masses. Note that in the alignment case the entire non-
standard one-loop contribution to ∆ρ is exclusively given by
the expression (123), corresponding to the gauge-less limit.
6.2 Higher-order corrections in the THDM
As mentioned above, it is sufficient to keep only the correc-
tions from the gauge-boson self-energies in the calculation
of the effective neutral and charged current interaction of the
four fermion processes. The two-loop results of the effective
couplings are
GNC√
2
=
e20
8s2W,0c
2
W,0M
2
Z,0
[
1+
Σ (1)Z (0)
M2Z
− δM
2
Z
M2Z
Σ (1)Z (0)
M2Z
+
(
Σ (1)Z (0)
M2Z
)2
+
Σ (2)Z (0)
M2Z
 (126)
and
GCC√
2
=
e20
8s2W,0M
2
W,0
[
1+
Σ (1)W (0)
M2W
− δM
2
W
M2W
Σ (1)W (0)
M2W
+
(
Σ (1)W (0)
M2W
)2
+
Σ (2)W (0)
M2W
 . (127)
With the renormalization condition (106) for the gauge-boson
mass counterterms in the gauge-less limit the products of one-
loop corrections in the brackets cancel. The calculation of ρ
as defined by (107) then yields the deviation ∆ρ in (111) as
follows,
∆ρ =
(
Σ (1)Z (0)
M2Z
− Σ
(1)
W (0)
M2W
)
− Σ
(1)
Z (0)
M2Z
(
Σ (1)Z (0)
M2Z
− Σ
(1)
W (0)
M2W
)
+
(
Σ (2)Z (0)
M2Z
− Σ
(2)
W (0)
M2W
)
(128)
=∆ρ(1)+∆ρ(2), (129)
where the two-loop part is given by
∆ρ(2) ≡−Σ
(1)
Z (0)
M2Z
∆ρ (1)+
(
Σ (2)Z (0)
M2Z
− Σ
(2)
W (0)
M2W
)
. (130)
∆ρ(1) summarizes the one-loop corrections as given by (118)
and (119). The self-energy of the Z boson in the first term
consists of all the corrections from the top quark and the
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scalars as internal particles. Note that it contains also the part
from the SM-like scalars in (121), which cancel in ∆ρ (1). The
second part of (130) follows from the two-loop corrections
to the gauge-boson self-energies. In addition to the part from
the genuine two-loop diagrams (labeled as δρ (2Loop)) it also
includes one-loop diagrams with counterterm insertions for
the subloop renormalization (labeled as ∆ρ (CT)).
With the assumptions from section 3 we have two sources
for the two-loop contribution ∆ρ (2): the top-Yukawa inter-
action and the scalar self-interaction. Due to the alignment
limit we can subdivide the top-Yukawa corrections into two
parts. The first one is identical to the two-loop top-Yukawa
contribution in the SM and is discussed in section 6.2.1. The
second one originates from the coupling between the top
quark and the non-standard scalars H0, A0 and H± and is
described in more detail in section 6.2.2. A similar separation
can be made for the additional corrections to the ρ parameter
from the scalar self-interaction. The part VI of the potential
(see (51)), which describes only the interaction between h0
and the Goldstone bosons G0, G±, is invariant under the
custodial symmetry and the corresponding contributions to
the vector-boson self-energies in ∆ρ cancel each other. The
remaining part of the potential gives rise to two finite sub-
sets in ∆ρ (2). One follows from the interaction between the
SM-like scalars h0, G0, G± and the non-standard scalars H0,
A0, H± and is discussed in section 6.2.4. The other one con-
tains only the non-standard scalars H0, A0 and H± as internal
particles in the gauge-boson self-energies and is described in
section 6.2.3.
With this categorization we subdivide the contribution
from the genuine two-loop diagrams (without subloop renor-
malization) to the vector-boson self-energies into different
parts, according to their origin,
δρ (2Loop) = δρ (2Loop)t,SM +δρ
(2Loop)
t,NS
+δρ (2Loop)H,NS +δρ
(2Loop)
H,Mix (131)
which are classified by the participating couplings:
– δρ (2Loop)t,SM originates from the coupling between the top
quark and the SM-like scalars h0, G0 and G± (see sec-
tion 6.2.1);
– δρ (2Loop)t,NS is the part which follows from the top-Yukawa
interaction of the non-standard scalars H0, A0 and H±
(see section 6.2.2);
– δρ (2Loop)H,NS contains the scalar self-coupling between the
non-standard scalars (see section 6.2.3);
– δρ (2Loop)H,Mix follows from the interaction between the SM-
like scalars and the non-standard scalars (see section 6.2.4).
For one-loop subrenormalization we need the diagrams
shown in figure 2 for the self-energies with the top quarks and
in figure 3 for the scalar contribution. In the gauge-less limit
only two types of renormalization constants survive: the coun-
terterm δ s2W from the counterterm insertions in the vertices,
V V
f f
f
V
V
f
f ′
V
V
f
f ′
Figure 2 Generic diagrams for the gauge-boson self-energies contain-
ing quarks with counterterm insertions. V = {W,Z}; f , f ′ = {t,b}.
and the mass counterterms in the propagators of the internal
particles. All field counterterms of the internal particles drop
out in the calculation, and all other counterterms are zero in
the gauge-less limit.
From the diagrams of figure 2 we obtain the part of the
subloop renormalization from the top quark. The renormal-
ization of the weak mixing angle is contained in the vertex
counterterms (see Appendix A) and yields the term
s2W
c2W
δ s2W
s2W
Σ (1)Z,t (0)
M2Z
− δ s
2
W
s2W
∆ρ (1)t . (132)
From the diagrams with counterterms in the propagators in
figure 2 we obtain the term
δρ (CT)t =−
3αem(D−4)(D−2)2A0
(
m2t
)
16piDM2W s2W
δmt
mt
. (133)
Due to the alignment limit we can split the result of the top
mass counterterm into a SM-like and a non-standard part. We
use this for the seperation
δρ (CT)t = δρ
(CT)
t,SM +δρ
(CT)
t,NS , (134)
where the two parts are defined as follows:
– the part δρ (CT)t,SM contains the correction to the top-mass
counterterm from the SM-like scalars h0, G0, G± as
shown in the self-energy diagrams in figure 5;
– the second part δρ (CT)t,NS contains the part of δmt which
comes from the top quark self-energy corrections from
the non-standard scalars as depicted in figure 6.
For the subloop renormalization diagrams in figure 3
with the SM-like scalars h0, G0 and G± we find that the
mass counterterms drop out in the difference of the W and
Z self-energy, due to custodial symmetry. From the vertex
counterterms we obtain the contribution
s2W
c2W
δ s2W
s2W
Σ (1)Z,SM (0)
M2Z
(135)
with the one-loop self-energy from (121).
The diagrams in figure 3 with the possible insertions
of the non-standard scalars for S and S′ give the last part
of the subloop renormalization. With the Feynman rules of
Appendix A the counterterms in the vertices yield the contri-
bution
Σ (1)Z,NS (0)
M2Z
s2W
c2W
δ s2W
s2W
− δ s
2
W
s2W
∆ρ (1)NS, (136)
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Figure 3 Generic diagrams for the gauge-boson self-energies V = {W,Z} containing scalars with counterterm insertions. The contribution from
the diagrams can be divided into two parts: one part with only the SM-like scalars (S,S′ = {h0,G0,G±}) and one part with only the non-standard
scalars (S,S′ = {H0,A0,H±}).
where the Z self-energy in the first term contains just the
contribution of the non-standard scalars.
The correction from the mass counterterms δm2H0 , δm
2
A0
and δm2H± in the diagrams in figure 3 is denoted by δρ
(CT)
H .
It is identical to
δρ (CT)H =
(
δm2A0
∂
∂m2A0
+δm2H0
∂
∂m2H0
+δm2H±
∂
∂mH±
)
∆ρ (NS)1 ,
(137)
with the one-loop contribution from (122). By splitting up
the mass counterterms we will classify three different parts
δρ (CT)H = δρ
(CT)
H,t +δρ
(CT)
H,NS+δρ
(CT)
H,Mix , (138)
which are defined as follows:
– δρ (CT)H,t contains the non-standard scalar mass counterterms
originating from the top-Yukawa coupling. The corres-
ponding diagrams are shown in figure 7.
– δρ (CT)H,NS labels the part which contains only non-standard
scalars in the calculation of δm2H0 , δm
2
A0 and δm
2
H± . The
diagrams are displayed in figure 9.
– δρ (CT)H,Mix incorporates the contribution to the mass coun-
terterms of H0, A0 and H± which originates from the
couplings of the non-standard scalars to the SM-like scal-
ars. The corresponding self-energy diagrams are presen-
ted in figure 11.
When we combine the various parts from the subloop renor-
malization, their overall contribution to ∆ρ (2) can be written
as follows:
∆ρ (CT) =
s2W
c2W
δ s2W
s2W
Σ (1)Z (0)
M2Z
− δ s
2
W
s2W
(
∆ρ (1)t +∆ρ
(1)
NS
)
+δρ (CT).
(139)
The first term incorporates all parts from (132), (135) and
(136) involving a single Z-boson self-energy; the remaining
terms from the renormalization of sW in (132) and (136) are
kept separately in the second term. The last term
δρ (CT) = δρ (CT)t +δρ
(CT)
H (140)
collects the various parts resulting from the mass counterterms
of the internal particles.
The two-loop correction to the ρ parameter in (130) can
be further simplified, since the counterterm of the weak mix-
ing angle reduces to
δ s2W
s2W
=
c2W
s2W
(
Σ (1)Z (0)
M2Z
− Σ
(1)
W (0)
M2W
)
=
c2W
s2W
∆ρ (1). (141)
in the gauge-less limit (see (106)). Combined with (139) the
first term in (130) is canceled and we obtain
∆ρ(2) =−c
2
W
s2W
(
∆ρ (1)
)2
+δρ (2). (142)
In this notation, the genuine two-loop part
δρ (2) = δρ (CT)+δρ (2Loop) (143)
contains δρ (CT) resulting exclusively from the insertions
of the mass counterterms, and the contribution δρ (2Loop)
from the pure two-loop diagrams for the Z,W self-energies
(without subloop renormalization) in (130).
The appearance of the reducible term
(
∆ρ (1)
)2 in ∆ρ (2)
is a consequence of the parameterisation of v2 by
1
v2
=
e2
4s2W M
2
W
(144)
together with the on-shell renormalization of sW . A different
parameterisation in terms of the Fermi constant GF can be
introduced with the help of the relation
√
2GF =
e2
4M2W s
2
W
(1+∆r) , (145)
where the quantity ∆r describes the higher-order corrections.
In the gauge-less limit the one-loop contribution is given by
∆r =−δ s
2
W
s2W
. (146)
Consequently, the reparameterisation of the one-loop result
∆ρ (1) in terms of GF induces a two-loop shift originating
from ∆r, which effectively cancels the reducible term in
∆ρ (2) in (142). Hence, in the GF expansion, the two-loop
contribution in ∆ρ is identified as the irreducible two-loop
part δρ(2) in (143). In this way, the same pattern for ρ is
found as in the SM [63].
The structure of the irreducible quantity δρ(2) in (143)
with δρ(2Loop) defined in (131) allows us to divide it into
four finite subsets of different origins,
δρ(2) = δρ(2)t,SM+δρ
(2)
t,NS+δρ
(2)
H,NS+δρ
(2)
H,Mix , (147)
which we describe now in more detail.
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Figure 4 Generic two-loop diagrams for the top-Yukawa corrections to the vector-boson self-energies with V = {W,Z} and f = {t,b}. The
standard contribution δρ (2Loop)t,SM follows from S,S
′ = {h0,G0,G±}. The non-standard contribution δρ (2Loop)t,NS is obtained by all possible insertions of
S,S′ = {H0,A0,H±}.
6.2.1 Standard model corrections from the top-Yukawa
coupling
t
t
t
h0
t
t
t
G0
t
t
b
G
±
Figure 5 One-loop diagrams for the standard contribution to the top-
mass counterterm δmt .
The first contribution under investigation are the two-loop
corrections from the top-Yukawa coupling. In the alignment
limit this corrections can be split into two independent sub-
sets. From the coupling of the top quark to the SM-like scalars
h0, G0 and G± we obtain the finite correction
δρ (2)t,SM = δρ
(CT)
t,SM +δρ
(2Loop)
t,SM . (148)
δρ (2Loop)t,SM are the pure two-loop contributions, which are
depicted by the generic diagrams in figure 4 for S,S′ =
h0,G0,G±. Its divergences are cancelled by the part δρ (CT)t,SM
which is the part of (133) with the top-mass counterterm
calculated from the diagrams in figure 5. δρ (2)t,SM is identical
to the already known SM contribution from the top-Yukawa
interaction. First the result was calculated in the approxim-
ation MH = 0 [64] and as an expansion for large values of
MH [65]. Later the full result for arbitrary Higgs masses was
obtained [61, 62, 66]. We checked that our calculation leads
to the same result.
6.2.2 Non-standard corrections from the top-Yukawa
coupling
More interesting is the additional contribution due to the
coupling of the top quark to the non-standard scalars H0, A0
and H±, which is given by
δρ (2)t,NS = δρ
(CT)
t,NS +δρ
(CT)
H,t +δρ
(2Loop)
t,NS . (149)
δρ (2Loop)t,NS denotes the pure two-loop part, represented by the
generic diagrams shown in figure 4 with S,S′= {H0,A0,H±}.
The result does not only consist of terms of O
(
α2t
)
, which
originate only from the top-Yukawa interaction, but also
t
t
t
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t
t
t
A0
t
t
b
H
±
Figure 6 One-loop diagrams for the non-standard contribution to the
top-mass counterterm δmt .
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t
t
A0
A0
t
t
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b
Figure 7 One-loop diagrams for the top-Yukawa contribution to the
non-standard scalar mass counterterms.
of contributions of O (αtλi) which contain the scalar self-
couplings in addition to the top-Yukawa coupling. The diver-
gences from the O
(
α2t
)
part are canceled by δρ (CT)t,NS which
originates from the subloop renormalization diagrams of fig-
ure 2 with the top-mass counterterm calculated from the
diagrams in figure 6. The divergences of O (αtλi) are can-
celled by δρ (CT)H,t with the mass counterterms calculated from
the diagrams in figure 7. In the calculation by means of the
gauge-boson self-energies the separation between theO
(
α2t
)
and the O (αtλi) contributions is obscured. Using the Ward
identity in (114) can help to disentangle the two different
finite contributions of O
(
α2t
)
and O (αtλi).
6.2.3 Scalar corrections from the interaction of the
non-standard scalars
V
V
S S
S
S S
V V
S
S
S
S
S
V V
S
S
S S
Figure 8 Generic two-loop diagrams for the vector-boson self-energies
from the interaction from the non-standard scalars. V = {W,Z}; S =
{H0,A0,H±}.
The interaction between the non-standard scalars gives
another finite subset. When inspecting this contribution we
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Figure 9 One-loop diagrams for the non-standard scalar mass coun-
terterms from the interaction between the non-standard scalars. For the
H0 self-energy: S = S′ = H0,A0,H±. For the A0 self-energy: S = A0
and S′ = H0. For the H± self-energy: S = H± and S′ = H0.
found that all the corrections from a coupling between four
non-standard scalars are cancelled. The two-loop diagrams
which contain such a coupling can be written as a product of
two scalar one-loop integrals. The mass counterterms in the
subloop renormalization lead to the same product from the
corrections to the scalar self-energies, but with an opposite
sign. Consequently the two terms cancel each other.
The remaining contribution
δρ (2)H,NS = δρ
(CT)
H,NS+δρ
(2Loop)
H,NS (150)
comes from all the diagrams which include a triple scalar
coupling between H0, A0 and H±. δρ (2Loop)H,NS is the result for
the vector-boson self-energies of the generic two-loop dia-
grams in figure 8. For the subloop renormalization we need
the corrections from the triple non-standard scalar coupling
to the scalar self-energies, as shown in figure 9. Inserting
the corresponding mass counterterms into (137) leads to the
result of δρ (CT)H,NS.
6.2.4 Scalar corrections from the interaction of the
non-standard scalars with the SM scalars
As already mentioned another finite subset of two-loop cor-
rections to the ρ parameter comes from the interaction between
the scalars h0, G0, G± with the non-standard scalars H0, A0,
H±. This interaction follows only from the part VIII of the
potential (see (53)) which is custodial-symmetry breaking.
We denote the resulting contribution by
δρ (2)H,Mix = δρ
(CT)
H,Mix+δρ
(2Loop)
H,Mix , (151)
where δρ (2Loop)H,Mix is the part from the two-loop diagrams shown
in figure 10. The divergences are canceled by δρ (CT)H,Mix from
(138), which is obtained by calculating the mass counterterms
in (137) from the diagrams in figure 11.
6.3 The Inert-Higgs-Doublet model
We now discuss our result in the context of a special version
of the THDM, the Inert-Higgs-Doublet Model (IHDM). Ori-
ginally proposed in [67], it has received topical attention in
the light of neutrino mass phenomenology and dark-matter
searches (see e.g. [68] for a recent comprehensive analysis
and more references). In the IHDM the SM scalar sector is ex-
tended by a second complex doublet with the special feature
that the Lagrangian has an exact Z2 symmetry under which
all the SM particles are even while the second doublet is odd.
This Z2 symmetry has several interesting consequences. The
requirement that it stays unbroken forbids a vacuum expecta-
tion value of the second doublet. Therefore the doublets of
the IHDM are
H1 =
(
G±
1√
2
(
v+h0+ iG0
)) , (152)
H2 =
(
H±
1√
2
(
H0+ iA0
)) . (153)
The doublet H1 is identical to the scalar doublet in the SM.
It consists of the physical SM-like Higgs boson h0 and the
Goldstone bosons G0 and G±. The second doublet H2 trans-
forms under the Z2 as H2→−H2 and contains the CP-even
scalar H0, the CP-odd scalar A0 and the charged scalars H±.
All the terms in the Lagrangian in which the SM particles
couple to a single scalar of H2 are forbidden by the Z2 sym-
metry and the lightest of the scalars from H2 is stable. If this
is one of the neutral states H0 or A0 the IHDM provides a
dark matter candidate.
The most general scalar potential which is renormaliz-
able, gauge invariant and respects the Z2 symmetry is given
by (see for example [69])
V IHDM =µ21
(
H†1 H1
)
+µ22
(
H†2 H2
)
+Λ1
(
H†1 H1
)
2
+Λ2
(
H†2 H2
)
2+Λ3
(
H†2 H2
)(
H†1 H1
)
+Λ4
(
H†1 H2
)(
H†2 H1
)
+
1
2
Λ5
((
H†1 H2
)
2+
(
H†2 H1
)
2
)
. (154)
To avoid CP-violation all the parameters in the potential are
chosen to be real. The minimization condition can be used to
eliminate one of the parameters from the potential. From the
remaining six parameters four can be expressed by the scalar
masses (see [69] for the explicit relations between the masses
and the potential parameters). If we choose µ22 andΛ2 for the
remaining two parameters we can express the potential by
V IHDM =V IHDMI +V
IHDM
II +V
IHDM
III , (155)
V IHDMI =
m2h0
2v2
(
H†1 H1
)
2− 1
2
m2h0
(
H†1 H1
)
, (156)
V IHDMII =µ
2
2
(
H†2 H2
)
+Λ2
(
H†2 H2
)
2, (157)
V IHDMIII =
(
m2A0 −2m2H± +m2H0
)
v2
(
H†1 H2
)(
H†2 H1
)
+
(
m2H0 −m2A0
)
2v2
[(
H†1 H2
)
2+
(
H†2 H1
)
2
]
+
2
(
m2H± −µ22
)
v2
(
H†1 H1
)(
H†2 H2
)
. (158)
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Figure 10 Generic two-loop diagrams from the interaction between the SM-like scalars S = h0, G0, G± and the non-standard scalars S′ = H0, A0,
H±. V = {W,Z}
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Figure 11 One-loop diagrams for the non-standard scalar mass counterterms from the interaction between the SM-like scalars S = h0,G0,G± and
the non-standard scalars S′ = H0,A0,H±.
We see that the SM-like doublet ΦSM in the aligned
THDM is identical to the doublet H1 in the IHDM. The
non-standard doublet ΦNS in (46) differs from the doublet
H2 of the IHDM by the overall sign in front of the CP-even
scalar H0. However, our result is independent on this overall
sign, since the CP-even scalar H0 appears only as an internal
particle in the calculated self-energies. Therefore we can
identify the doublet H2 with the doublet ΦNS. By using this
identifications we can relate the potential between the IHDM
and the more general THDM in the alignment limit in order
to interpret our results in the context of the IHDM:
– There is no non-standard correction to ∆ρ from the top-
Yukawa interaction, since the interaction of the fermions
with the non-standard scalars is forbidden by the Z2 sym-
metry.
– The part V IHDMI has the same structure as the scalar po-
tential of the SM and will not lead to contributions to
the ρ parameter since it is invariant under the custodial
symmetry (see section 4).
– In the IHDM all the quartic couplings between four non-
standard scalars are proportional to Λ2. However, in our
calculation in the aligned THDM we found that all the
contributions to ∆ρ from couplings between four non-
standard scalars vanish (see section 6.2.3). The respons-
ible arguments can also be transferred to the IHDM.
– When we identify H1 with ΦSM and H2 with ΦNS we see
that the part VIII of the potential in the aligned THDM
can be obtained by the replacement
µ22 =
1
2
λ5v2−
m2h0
2
(159)
in V IHDMIII . Consequently for the calculation of the ρ para-
meter in the IHDM we get corrections corresponding
to ∆ρ (1)NS and δρ
(2)
H,Mix. The one-loop correction ∆ρ
(1)
NS is
identical in the IHDM since it is independent of λ5. The
two-loop part δρ (2)H,Mix can be written in terms of the
IHDM parameter µ22 by using (159).
– As mentioned in section 6.2.3, the correction δρ (2)H,NS
contains the interaction between three of the non-standard
scalars H0, A0 and H± which follows from the part VIV
of the potential in (50). In the IHDM couplings between
three non-standard scalars are forbidden because of the
exact Z2 symmetry. As a consequence, corrections to
the ρ parameter which would correspond to δρ (2)H,NS are
absent in the IHDM.
7 Numerical results
In this part we present the numerical results of the two-loop
corrections to the ρ parameter. We study the dependence on
the various parameters of the aligned THDM and compare the
non-standard two-loop contributions with the one-loop result
which is part of existing calculations of electroweak precision
observables so far. In this way the parameter regions emerge
where the one-loop calculations are insufficient and bounds
on parameters derived from experimental precision data will
be significantly changed when the two-loop terms are taken
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into account. The values for the SM input parameters are [70]
MW = 80.385 GeV, (160)
MZ = 91.1876 GeV, (161)
mt = 173.21 GeV. (162)
For the mass of the SM-like Higgs state h0 we take over the
value mh0 = 125GeV.
The effect of non-standard corrections to electroweak
observables is often parametrized in terms of the parameter
set S, T , U , originally defined in [71, 72]. Following the
conventions of [70], the quantity T is related to the correction
∆ρ via
∆ρ = αˆ (MZ)T (163)
with the running electromagnetic fine structure constant [70]
αˆ (MZ)−1 = 127.950±0.017 . (164)
The current value of T [70], determined from experimental
data,
T = 0.08±0.12 , (165)
can be translated into bounds for ∆ρ according to
−0.000313≤ ∆ρ ≤ 0.00156, (166)
which can be used for a quick estimate of the effect of the
higher-order contributions to ∆ρ in view of current experi-
mental constraints.
7.1 Results for the top-Yukawa contribution
We start with the analysis of the contribution δρ (2)t,NS which is
originating from the coupling between the top quark and the
non-standard scalars. As a first test of our result we exam-
ine the behaviour in the so-called decoupling limit [73], in
which the masses of the non-standard scalars are much larger
than m0h. In this limit the scalar sector of the THDM can be
described by an effective theory which is identical to the
SM Higgs sector. Consequently we expect δρ (2)t,NS to vanish
for large, equal non-standard Higgs masses. The decoupling
scenario is investigated in the upper panel of figure 12, where
δρ (2)t,NS is shown for degenerate masses of the non-standard
scalars. The solid lines represent results for different values
of tβ . Since the top-Yukawa coupling breaks the custodial
symmetry this contribution is still non-zero, even if the cus-
todial symmetry in the Higgs potential is restored by equal
masses of the charged and neutral Higgs states. As expected
it approaches zero when the masses increase. Moreover, we
can see that larger values of tβ suppress the correction. The
reason is that the coupling of the top quark to the scalars
H0, A0 and H± scales with t−1β in the alignment limit (see
section 3.2).
The influence of tβ is visualised on the lower panel of
figure 12 with δρ (2)t,NS for the mass configurations as described
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Figure 12 Analysis of δρ (2)t,NS. The upper panel presents a variation of
the degenerate masses mH0 , mA0 and mH± up to large values. The solid
lines correspond to different values of tβ . In the lower panel δρ
(2)
t,NS is
plotted as a function of tβ for different values of m
±
H . The masses of H
0
and A0 are fixed at mH0 = 350 GeV and mA0 = 300 GeV. The value of
the two-loop top-Yukawa correction in the SM, δρ(2)t,SM =−1.60 ·10−4,
is shown by the black dashed line for comparison.
by the legend, showing the decrease of the contribution with
tβ . In addition different mass splittings between charged and
neutral scalars yield noticable deviations in the result and
can even lead to different signs. In general, the top-Yukawa
contribution is of the order of the SM value δρ(2)t,SM or smaller.
In order to test the validity of the top-Yukawa approxim-
ation, we repeated our calculation including also the contri-
bution from the bottom-Yukawa coupling. In the THDM of
type-I and type-X the additional corrections from the bottom-
Yukawa coupling are negligibly small, as expected from their
suppression by the b-quark mass (see section 3). In the type-II
and type-Y models, the contribution from the bottom-Yukawa
coupling can be enhanced for large values of tβ since the
coupling of the b-quark to the non-standard scalars carries a
factor tβ in the alignment limit. Additional two-loop contri-
butions from finite mb that reach the level of δρ (2)t,SM, require
tβ ' 40−50. For such large values of tβ , however, one has to
prevent the non-standard scalar self-couplings from becom-
ing non-perturbative by restricting the parameter λ5 to be
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very close to λ5v2 = 2m2H0 [74,75]. Moreover, the constraints
from flavour physics give further significant restrictions for
large values of tβ (see for example [76, 77]).
7.2 Results for the non-standard scalar contribution
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Figure 13 Effect of mass differences between neutral and charged
scalars on δρ (2)H,NS for λ5 =±1. The neutral masses are fixed at mH0 =
350 GeV and mA0 = 400 GeV. The mass of H
± is varied from 250 GeV
to 500 GeV. The solid lines represent different values of tβ as explained
in the legend. The blue dashed line shows the non-standard one-loop
correction ∆ρ (1)NS for comparison. The grey area depicts the bounds from
the experimental limits of the T parameter.
We now discuss the numerical results of the contribution
δρ (2)H,NS which originates from the coupling between three
non-standard scalars as described in section 6.2.3. The influ-
ence of a mass splitting between charged and neutral scalars
is presented in figure 13. The two panels show results for
mH0 = 350 GeV, mA0 = 400 GeV and λ5 = ±1. The vari-
ation of mH± is performed such that it yields similar mass
differences for the specified parameter settings. The different
lines correspond to different values of tβ as defined in the
legend. For comparison the blue dashed line displays the
result for the one-loop non-standard correction ∆ρ (1)NS. The
grey area indicates the bounds from the T parameter in (165).
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Figure 14 Influence of a variation of tβ on δρ
(2)
H,NS for the specified
mass configurations. The result is plotted for different values of λ5. The
blue dashed line gives the value of the non-standard one-loop correction
∆ρ (1)NS for the specified masses. The grey area depicts the bounds from
the experimental limits of the T parameter.
We see that the contribution δρ (2)H,NS can give corrections
to the ρ parameter which are comparable in size or even
larger than the one-loop correction. The reason are the new
couplings between three non-standard scalars which enter
for the first time in the two-loop contribution. Adding the
two-loop corrections to the one-loop result can lead to notice-
able modifications of the parameter region allowed by the
constraints on T .
The triple non-standard scalar couplings arise from the
term VIV of the potential in (50), when the vacuum expecta-
tion value
〈ΦSM〉= 1√
2
(
0
v
)
(167)
is inserted for the doubletΦSM. Since they enter quadratically
in all the diagrams in figure 8, the contribution δρ (2)H,NS is
proportional to (see (54))
1
4
(
1
tβ
− tβ
)2(2m2H0
v2
−λ5
)2
. (168)
The prefactor explains the strong influence of tβ on the res-
ults in figure 13. The enhancement of the coupling can be
weakened for positive values of λ5 (see the lower panel of
figure 13) or increased for negative values of λ5 (see the
upper panel of figure 13).
The effect of the custodial transformations described in
section 4 is also visible in figure 13. The one-loop contri-
bution ∆ρ (1)NS is zero for mH0 = mH± and mA0 = mH± since
it originates only from the part VIII of the potential which
is custodial symmetric for these two mass settings. As ex-
plained in section 4.2.1 the part VIV is invariant under the
custodial transformation for χ = 0. Consequently δρ (2)H,NS = 0
for mA0 = mH± since all the involved couplings are custodial
invariant for this mass degeneracy. However, for mH0 = mH±
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we have δρ (2)H,NS 6= 0 since in that case VIII is invariant only
under custodial transformations for χ = pi2 , but then VIV is
not invariant and the triple couplings between three non-
standard scalars hence break the custodial symmetry (see
section 4.2.2).
The dependence of δρ (2)H,NS on tβ is visualized directly in
figure 14 for different values of λ5, displaying the increase
with tβ and the modification by the choice of λ5 according
to (168).
7.3 Results for the mixed scalar contribution
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Figure 15 Influence of mass splitting between charged and neutral
scalars on δρ (2)H,Mix. The two plots show different values of mH0 and
mA0 , and the variation of mH± leads to comparable mass differences
for the different mass configurations. The results are independent of
tβ . The different lines represent different values of λ5. The blue dashed
line shows the result of the non-standard one-loop correction ∆ρ (1)NS for
comparison. The grey area depicts the bounds from the experimental
limits of the T parameter.
In the last part we discuss the contribution δρ (2)H,Mix from
the interaction of the SM-like scalars h0, G0, G± with the
non-standard scalars H0, A0, H±. Similar to the one-loop
correction ∆ρ (1)NS it originates only from the part VIII of the
potential in (50). Consequently it is independent of tβ (see
(53)).
In figure 15 we analyse the influence of a mass splitting
between the charged and neutral scalars. We show two scen-
arios for different values of mH0 and mA0 , while the mass
of mH± is varied in such a way that the mass splittings are
comparable. The three solid lines present the results for dif-
ferent values of λ5. The blue dashed line gives the one-loop
contribution ∆ρ (1)NS for comparison.
The results of figure 15 can again be explained with the
help of the custodial symmetry. As discussed in section 4
there are the two possible ways,
mH0 = mH± (169)
or
mA0 = mH± , (170)
to restore a custodial symmetry in VIII . For these two mass
configurations ∆ρ (1)NS and δρ
(2)
H,Mix vanish, since they do not
contain any additional custodial-symmetry breaking coup-
lings.
While the one-loop contribution originates only from the
coupling of the non-standard scalars to the Goldstone bosons,
new couplings between h0 and the non-standard scalars enter
the two-loop diagrams in figure 10. These are proportional to
the combination
2m2S +m
2
h0 −λ5v2 (171)
where S can be either of H0, A0 or H±, depending on which
scalar couples to h0. The effect of these new couplings is
clearly visible in the numerical results. By comparing the up-
per and the lower panel of figure 15 we see that larger masses
of the non-standard scalars yield larger values of δρ (2)H,Mix.
In addition the couplings can be enhanced or suppressed by
negative or positive values of λ5, which explains the variation
between the different solid lines representing different values
of λ5.
Since the correction δρ (2)H,Mix is independent of tβ it will
be the dominant scalar two-loop correction to the ρ parameter
for tβ ≈ 1 where δρ (2)H,NS is small. However, for mH0 = mH±
both the one-loop correction ∆ρ (1)NS and δρ
(2)
H,Mix vanish in-
dependently of tβ , and δρ
(2)
H,NS is the only remaining scalar
correction to the ρ parameter (for tβ 6= 1).
For the Inert-Higgs-Doublet-Model (IHDM), as explained
in section 6.3, the only non-standard two-loop correction to
the ρ parameter is equivalent to δρ (2)H,Mix. Conventionally, the
parameter µ22 is often used as a free input parameter. The
results in fig. 15 can easily be interpreted in the IHDM by
means of the relation (159) to trade λ5 for µ22 .
7.4 Results for a light pseudoscalar
A light pseudoscalar with mA0 < 125 GeV can still be pos-
sible in the THDM (for a detailed analysis see [78]). The
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non-standard top-Yukawa contribution is similar to the case
discussed in section 7.1. For the scalar contributions, a gen-
eral feature of a light A0 boson consists in a large splitting
of the two zeros of the dashed line in figures 13 and 15. The
area around the zero at mH± = mA0 is excluded by the ab-
sence of light charged Higgs bosons. Hence, only the other
zero at mH± = mH0 is phenomenologically acceptable and
deserves a closer inspection. The one-loop contribution ∆ρ (1)NS
and the two-loop contribution δρ (2)H,Mix are both independent
of tβ ; they are displayed in figure 16 where one can see that
δρ (2)H,Mix follows the direction of ∆ρ
(1)
NS and thus amplifies
the dependence on the mass splitting between H0 and H±,
disfavoring the case mH± < mH0 .
The purely non-standard scalar contribution δρ (2)H,NS van-
ishes for tβ = 1, but otherwise has a strong variation with tβ
(and λ5). It is shown in figure 17, the analogous plot to fig-
ure 13, now with a light A0. Since the common zero of all
curves corresponds to mA0 , the two-loop contribution δρ
(2)
H,NS
is always negative for mH0,H± > mA0 and thus can diminish
∆ρ (1)NS substantially for mH± >mH0 when tβ increases. Again,
the situation mH± < mH0 is disfavored.
For mA0 <mh0/2, the coupling of h
0 to two pseudoscalars
has to be small to suppress the decay channel h0→A0A0 [78].
In the alignment limit this requires to restrict the value of λ5
to λ5v2 ' 2m2A0 +m2h0 (see (171)).
Scenarios with a light A0 are especially interesting in the
THDM, since Barr-Zee type two-loop diagrams can provide
an explanation for the 3σ difference between the SM predic-
tion and the measured value of the muon anomalous magnetic
moment aµ [79]. An improved agreement between theory
and experiment consistent with several theoretical and exper-
imental constraints can be achieved in a type-X model with
very large values of tβ (see [80, 81] and references therein).
Usually mH± = mH0 is assumed, to fulfill the constraints
from electroweak precision observables. For the ρ parameter
this means vanishing contributions from ∆ρ (1)NS and δρ
(2)
H,Mix.
Furthermore, the top-Yukawa contribution δρ (2)t,NS is strongly
suppressed. However, for such large values of tβ , the non-
standard scalar contribution δρ (2)H,NS would completely run
out of control unless the scalar self-coupling is kept small
by adjusting λ5 very close to λ5 = 2m2H0/v
2. An additional
aspect of type-X models with very large tβ is the enhanced
Yukawa coupling of the τ lepton. This could yield a further
two-loop contribution to the ρ parameter, which we did not
consider in this work.
8 Conclusions
We have given an overview over the calculation of the two-
loop contributions to the ρ-parameter in the CP-conserving
Two-Higgs-Doublet Model where one of the CP-even scal-
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Figure 16 Results for δρ (2)H,Mix for mA0 = 60 GeV. The mass of H
0
is fixed at 350 GeV. The different solid lines correspond to different
values of λ5, and the results are independent of tβ . The non-standard
one-loop correction ∆ρ (1)NS is shown by the blue dashed line. The grey
area corresponds to the bounds from the experimental limits of the T
parameter.
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Figure 17 Results for δρ (2)H,NS for mA0 = 60 GeV. The mass of H
0
is fixed at 350 GeV. The different solid lines correspond to different
values of tβ . The non-standard one-loop correction ∆ρ
(1)
NS is shown by
the blue dashed line. The grey area corresponds to the bounds from the
experimental limits of the T parameter.
ars (h0) is identified with the scalar resonance at 125 GeV
observed by the LHC experiments ATLAS and CMS. The
approximation of the gauge-less limit and massless fermi-
ons except the top quark yield the leading contributions
from the top-Yukawa coupling and the self-couplings of the
Higgs bosons, which can be separated into standard and non-
standard contributions. As already at the one-loop level, the
non-standard contributions from the scalar self-interactions
are particularly sensitive to mass splittings between neutral
and charged scalars. As a new feature, the two-loop contribu-
tions have a significant dependence on the parameters tanβ
and λ5, the coefficient of the THDM scalar potential that is
not fixed by the masses of the neutral and charged Higgs
bosons, and thus can modify the one-loop result substantially.
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Moreover, this significant dependence on the additional para-
meters can be exploited to get more indirect information on
the Higgs potential from electroweak precision data than with
the currently available one-loop calculations.
The loop correction ∆ρ to the ρ-parameter is an im-
portant entry in the calculation of electroweak precision ob-
servables, parametrizing dominant universal contributions
from particles with mass splitting in isospin doublets, in the
THDM in particular from neutral and charged Higgs bosons.
For an estimate of the impact of a shift in ∆ρ on the pre-
diction of the W mass and the effective weak mixing angle
sin2 θeff at MZ , one can use the approximate expressions
∆MW ' MW2
c2W
c2W − s2W
∆ρ, (172)
∆ sin2 θeff '− c
2
W s
2
W
c2W − s2W
∆ρ, (173)
to translate the two-loop contribution to ∆ρ from the non-
standard Higgs sector obtained in this paper into shifts of the
observables. An accurate evaluation of the precision observ-
ables and implications from comparisons with experimental
data requires a more detailed study, which will be presented
in a forthcoming publication.
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Appendix A: Feynman rules for the counterterm
vertices
In the counterterm vertices in the diagrams in figure 2 and
figure 3 we keep only the counterterms which survive the
gauge-less limit. These are the mass counterterms of the
top quark and the non-standard scalars and the renormaliza-
tion constant δ s2W which has a remaining contribution in the
gauge-less limit (see section 5). All field counterterms are
dropped since they either cancel in the full result or vanish
in the gauge-less limit. In the vertices all the momenta are
considered as incoming. Dropping field renormalization, the
scalar–scalar two-point vertex counterterm takes the form
S S
=−iδm2S
for S = h0,H0,A0,H±,G0,G±.
The Feynman rule involving the top-quark mass coun-
terterm is given by
t t
=−iδmt .
The renormalization conditions for the mass counterterms
are given in section 5.
For the coupling of a massive gauge boson to two scalars
we obtain the following counterterm vertices:
Vµ
S1, k1
S2, k2
= (k1− k2)µ C
[
Vµ ,S1,S2
]
C[Zµ ,h0,G0] =
e
4sW cW
(
s2W − c2W
)
c2W
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[Zµ ,H0,A0] =− e4sW cW
(
s2W − c2W
)
c2W
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[Zµ ,H−,H+] =−i e4sW c3W
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[Zµ ,G−,G+] =−i e4sW c3W
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[W±µ ,h
0,G∓] =±i e
4sW
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[W±µ ,H
0,H∓] =∓i e
4sW
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[W±µ ,A
0,H∓] =− e
4sW
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[W±µ ,G
0,G∓] =− e
4sW
δ s2W
s2W
,
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For the coupling of two massive gauge bosons to two
scalars the counterterm vertices are
Vµ
Vν
S1
S2
= gµνC
[
Vµ ,Vν ,S1,S2
]
C[Zµ ,Zν ,h0,h0] = i
e2
2s2W c
2
W
s2W − c2W
c2W
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[Zµ ,Zν ,H0,H0] = i
e2
2s2W c
2
W
s2W − c2W
c2W
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[Zµ ,Zν ,A0,A0] = i
e2
2s2W c
2
W
s2W − c2W
c2W
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[Zµ ,Zν ,H+,H−] = i
e2
2s2W c
2
W
s2W − c2W
c2W
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[Zµ ,Zν ,G0,G0] = i
e2
2s2W c
2
W
s2W − c2W
c2W
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[Zµ ,Zν ,G+,G−] = i
e2
2s2W c
2
W
s2W − c2W
c2W
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[W+µ ,W
−
ν ,h
0,h0] =−i e
2
2s2W
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[W+µ ,W
−
ν ,H
0,H0] =−i e
2
2s2W
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[W+µ ,W
−
ν ,A
0,A0] =−i e
2
2s2W
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[W+µ ,W
−
ν ,H
+,H−] =−i e
2
2s2W
δ s2W
s2W
.
C[W+µ ,W
−
ν ,G
0,G0] =−i e
2
2s2W
δ s2W
s2W
,
C[W+µ ,W
−
ν ,G
+,G−] =−i e
2
2s2W
δ s2W
s2W
,
The counterterm vertices between the gauge bosons and
the fermions in figure 2 are given by
Vµ
fi
f j
= (C−ω−+C+ω+)γµ ,
W+tb : C+ = 0, C− = i
e
2
√
2sW
δ s2W
s2W
,
W−bt : C+ = 0, C− = i
e
2
√
2sW
δ s2W
s2W
,
Ztt : C+ = i
e
3c2W
sW
cW
δ s2W
s2W
, C− =
ie
4cW sW
(
1+
1
3
s2W
c2W
)
δ s2W
s2W
.
Appendix B: One- and two-loop integrals
Appendix B.1: Scalar one-loop integrals
Here we list all the one- and two-loop scalar integrals that are
used in our calculation. They are evaluated in dimensional
regularization [82–84] with dimension D of the integrated
momentum and the associated mass parameter µD,∫
d4q→ µ4−DD
∫
dDq . (B.1)
The scalar integrals are expanded in δ = (D−4)/2 and the
divergencies appear as poles in δ .
The reduction of the one-loop tensor integrals to scalar
integrals and their classification is following the work of
[85, 86] (for more details and notation see [59]). The only
one-loop integrals which are needed for the evaluation of the
self-energies are
A0(m2) =
∫ dDq
ipi2
(2piµD)(4−D)
(q2−m2+ iε) , (B.2)
B0(p2,m21,m
2
2)
=
∫ dDq
ipi2
(2piµD)(4−D)
(q2−m21+ iε)((p+q)2−m22+ iε)
. (B.3)
We need an expansion up to order δ of the scalar integrals;
analytic expressions can be found in [87, 88].
Appendix B.2: Scalar two-loop integrals
The notation of the two-loop integrals follows the conven-
tions of [37]. For vanishing external momentum all two-loop
integrals in the self energies can be reduced to the scalar
integral
T134
(
m21,m
2
2,m
2
3
)
=
(
(2piµD)(4−D)
ipi2
)2
·
∫ dDq1dDq2(
k21−m21+ iε
)(
k23−m22+ iε
)(
k24−m23+ iε
) (B.4)
with k1 = q1, k3 = q2−q1 and k4 = q2.
This integral can be calculated analytically and the result
can be found in [39, 40].
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